
APPENDIX 4

MIDDLETON TOWNSHIP FUNDS 2019/20

Appendix Ref Ward Fund Criteria & 
Priorities Met Request Originator Cost

Appendix 4A Middleton 
Township

Yes
People

Rochdale Hornets 
Sporting Foundation

£3,599.50

Project 
Description

Risk implication

Appendix Ref Ward Fund Criteria & 
Priorities Met Request Originator Cost

Appendix 4B South Middleton Yes
Place

Friends of Alkrington 
Wood/
Councillor Dale

£9,994.60

Project 
Description

Risk implication
Appendix 4C West Middleton Yes

Place
Ward Councillors £20,000

Project 
Description

Risk implication

MIDDLETON TOWNSHIP REVENUE PROJECTS

Name of Project

Middleton TRY

Rochdale Hornets Sporting Foundation is the charitable arm of Rochdale Hornets Rugby Club and they propose to deliver the Middleton TRY programme that will provide young 
people with the opportunity to participate in a series of high quality rugby league afterschool coaching sessions for 27 weeks (extra curricular) in Middleton primary and secondary 
schools.  Using the inspiration of the Rugby League World Cup (RLWC2021) that will be taking place in 2021 across the country between 23 October and 27 November 2021 and in 
the same year Rochdale Hornets Rugby League Club will be 150 years, Rochdale Hornets Sporting Foundation want to ‘get more young people involved and playing rugby league 
more often’, raise the sport in the borough and encourage local schools to sign up to the resources and promote the RLWC2021 Education Resources as part of their school’s work 
through the TRY programme.  It is proposed to establish a brand new Junior Hornet 150 Club that will see 150 young people from across the four Townships attend every Hornets 
home fixture and become lifelong supporters of rugby league and Rochdale Hornets and players of the future.  The TRY programme will aim to support young people into rugby 
league and an active lifestyle and increase the awareness and profile of the RLWC2021 in 2020 to build the momentum for the event in the borough.

None

Alkrington Gateway improvement scheme – phase one

Ashness Drive traffic calming scheme

Introduction of traffic calming on Ashness Drive Styhead Drive, Ravenglass Drive, Causey Drive and part of Martindale Crescent, Middleton consisting of the construction of 
approximately twelve round top humps and a legal order to reduce traffic speeds to make the streets safer.  The area is residential with a number of primary schools located around 
this large estate.  Bowlee Park Primary is in close proximity to Ashness Drive.  This area is also allegedly used as a cut through to and from Langley Lane to Wood Street.  The 
estate is already subject to a 20mph speed limit with many of the through routes traffic calmed.
Risks that may change the estimate are objections being received during the legal process or amendments made to the scheme during its development resulting in additional costs.  
Also if the scheme requires amendments so as to satisfy the requirements of the emergency services or TfGM and if Ward Councillors require further information, justification or 
scheme content.  The estimate does not include for dealing with or reporting back to committee any objections received during the legal process.  To deal with objections may 
increase the cost due to staff time having to be expended.  Also the estimate assumes that there will be no major amendments made to the scheme at committee resulting in the 
scheme requiring readvertising.

Improvements to Alkrington Wood entrance at Riverside Park consisting of creating a MOT path with a camber to reduce water pooling and enhance accessibility, installation of two 
standard metal benches on a flagged surface along the path leading into Riverside Park and a notice board leading into Alkrington Wood that will enable the local community and 
visitors to the area to have a better appreciation of the wood and encourage the preservation of the natural environment in this location.  Other works currently taking place in the park 
include cutting back overgrown vegetation and self-seeded trees to both improve sight lines into the park and removing the litter trap at the front of the park to create a welcoming 
gateway into Alkrington Wood.
None
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Appendix Ref Ward Fund Criteria & 
Priorities Met Request Originator Cost

Appendix 4D East Middleton Yes
Place

Councillor Martin £12,070

Project 
Description
Risk implication
Appendix 4E East Middleton Yes

Place
Councillor Martin £4,205

Project 
Description
Risk implication
Appendix 4F East Middleton Yes

Place
Councillor Martin See 

description
Project 
Description

Risk implication Estimate assumes there are no underground services that will require diverting to facilitate the scheme.

Grimshaw Lane pedestrian dropped crossings

Construction of pedestrian dropped crossings along the length of Grimshaw Lane, Middleton to improve accessibility.

Estimate assumes there are no underground services that will require diverting to facilitate the scheme.
Welsh estate footways reconstruction

Reconstruction of various footways on the Welsh estate involving the removal of flags to improve pedestrian safety and appearance.  Rhos Avenue = £11,455 + fees = £12,601, 
Penrhyn (No. 2-10) = £12,920 + fees = £14,212, Penrhyn (No. 1 to end) = £45,240 + fees = £49,764, Ruthin Avenue (No. 56-59) = £7,560 + fees = £8,316, Ruthin Avenue (No. 59 to 
end) = £25,380 + fees = £27,918, Orme Avenue = £32,430 + fees = £35,673 and Colwyn Avenue = £13,200 + fees = £14,520.

Brierley Drive footway reconstruction

Reconstruction of a section of flagged footway on Brierley Drive, Middleton to improve pedestrian safety and appearance.

Estimate assumes there are no underground services that will require diverting to facilitate the scheme.
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